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Live Trace in Adobe Illustrator
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Graph Tool in Adobe Illustrator
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Line & Stroke Tools in Adobe Indesign
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Text Tool in Adobe Illustrator
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INFO-GRAPHICS

3.Click on image trace.

I include three tools that are perhaps the most
common Adobe Illustrator tools for putting together
info-graphics. These tools are the Live Trace, the
Graph Tool and the Line and Stroke Tool.

Live Trace
The default Preset and Mode work well with Icons.

1.Find Icons

4.Tick Ignore Whites box.

Find relevant icons or pictogram on Google image, if
these are not black & white it is best to take the image
into Photoshop to make the image black & white.

2.Place Icon in Adobe Illustrator.

2.Windows drop-down then Image Trace.
Ignore Whites box is hidden, to open this you need to
click on the arrow next to advanced (this is just under
Threshold).
The Ignore White gets rid of the white background just
leaving the black Icon.

5.Press Trace button (bottom right).
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* Please note: nothing seems to have happened to the
image till you take the next step.

6.Press Expand button.

2.Embed pattern.

7. Image now an editable Vector.

* On the embeded pattern the blue cross has
disappeared.

To Add Pattern to Image.

3.Drag the pattern onto the swatch pannel.

1.Find pattern in Google (or any other
site), place pattern in document.

* If the swatch pannel is not visible go to the Windows
drop down and find swatch.
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4.Highlight image then click pattern in
swatch pannel.

3.Drag out smallish square.

* The area dragged out turns into the area above.

4.Data can be put in either manually or data
can be imported as .txt file from Excel.

Graph Tool
1.Click on graph tool

Import Data

5. Once data imported (or manually in
putted) click the tick button.
Tick Button

2.Click on the column graph tool.
* Don’t use the version with a cc prefix.
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6. A graph will open similar to the one
below.

9. The Pie Chart opens.

10. Deselect the Pie Chart by clicking
anywhere on the white area with the
selection tool.

Selection Tool

7. With graph selected (if not selected drag
over graph with selection tool) double click
on the graph tool.

10. To edit the Pie Chart click on area to
edit with direct selection tool.

Pie Chart

Direct Selection Tool

8. This brings up the Graph Type pannel
which allows the graph to be changed to a
diffrent type of graph, in this case we will
change the collumn graph into a pie chart.
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11. The direct selection tool allows you to
colour in an individual area of the graph.

1. Draw line using the line tool (holding
down shift if a straight line is required).

2. Open stroke pannel (if not visible on the
right open windows/stroke).

12. The direct selection tool also alows you
to move bits of the graph.

2. Increase weight of line to what is
needed.

Line and Stroke Tools in Adobe
Indesign.

3. Add start or end to place arrow.

Line Tool
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4. Choose arrow required and click.

4. Select font and drag out to required size
(holding down the shift key to keep the font
in proportion).

Text in Adobe Illustrator.
A useful feature in Adobe Illustrator is the ability to size
text easily.

1. Select Type tool.

Type Tool

2. Click on page (do not create a text box,
just a single click).

3. Type in font needed into characater box.
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